
The Lento Rise & Recliner Chair is a 
totally adjustable chair that will suit 
practically any user’s needs. It’s easy to 
use and can provide support for the most 
basic or complex conditions. 

LENTO RISE & 
RECLINE CHAIR

• Different size castors available

• Inbuilt or removable cushions for pressure relief

• Infection prevention and control version available

• Fully magnetic handset

• Single or dual motor versions available

• Different back rest cushion options available to accommodate user needs

• Different healthcare and infection control compliant vinyl or fabric 
options available

• Option of push bar handle on the back of the chair for ease of 
movement for carers

Features
Technical Specification

The easy adjustability of the Lento riser recliner means that it can easily cater to the most basic of needs and the most advanced. 
Even better, the same chair can be used with the same person as their needs change over time. There are no tools or additional 
parts needed – simply adjust the chair to meet the user’s needs and provide made-to-measure support at every opportunity.

You also have the option of switching out the cushions and supports to provide even more personalised postural support, including 
extendable and adjustable wings. The Lento comes with an adjustable waterfall lateral backrest as standard but can be switched out or 
altered to suit any individual. You can also add or remove wadding from each cushion for even further postural management needs. If 
pressure relief is an issue, the Lento can be adjusted and upgraded in seconds from medium pressure relieving Visco cushions to high gel 
cushions or very high alternating air cushions.

Seat Height 
Adjustment

Yes 
(43.2cm-55.9cm)

Back Height 
Adjustment

Yes 
(76.2cm-86.36cm)

Seat Depth 
Adjustable

Yes 
(38.1cm-53.3cm)

Seat Width 
Adjustable

Yes 
38.1cm-55.9cm

Seat Cushions Various Options 
Available 

Safe Working Load 23.5 stone (149kg)

Warranty 5 years for the 
chair frame

Benefits
• The chair is depth, height, and width adjustable with no tools required.

• Removable arms which enables side transfers and also reduces the 
physical stress on carers.

• All cushion covers have zips to enable the covers and internal covers to be 
completely washed.

• The cushions and accessories can be fully magnetic to stop any cross 
infection and give users peace of mind.

• The single motor version can be easily upgraded to a dual motor version and 
the handset can also be easily upgraded to accommodate the dual motors.

• Very easy to switch out different backrest and pressure reliving cushions 
which enables the chair to be bespoke to the users needs and requirements.

• Full vertical rise available on the chair which means the chair can assist 
users with getting into standing positions in a safe and comfortable manner.


